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ABSTRACT 

During June and July 2004, the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) 
conducted a survey of the Tairuma language group. The survey was in response to 
Tairuma speakers’ interest in development of their language, demonstrated by 
participation in an Alphabet Design Workshop in 2002. The sociolinguistic survey 
was conducted to investigate the following factors: language and dialect boundaries, 
language vitality and bilingualism, and potential for a language development 
programme. 

From the data collected, the Tairuma language was found to be vital. There do 
not appear to be any dialect boundaries which would inhibit any Tairuma speakers 
from using a common literature. The Tairuma people appear to have sufficient 
outside contact, educational levels, interest from within the churches, and ability and 
willingness to invest their resources for a language development programme. 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
1.1 Language Name and Classification 

The Tairuma language, Ethnologue code [uar] (Lewis 2009) is alternately known as Uaripi, 
Kerema, and Tairuma’a. Speakers use the name “Tairuma”, which means ‘peaceful water’ in the 
vernacular. Tairuma belongs to the Eleman Stock of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum. 

The Ethnologue lists the following seven languages in the Eleman Stock: 
Eleman (7) 
 Eleman Proper (5) 
  Eastern (2) 
   Tairuma [uar] 
   Toaripi [tqo] 
  Western (3) 
   Keoru-Ahia [xeu] 
   Opao [opo] 
   Orokolo [oro] 
 Purari (1) 
  Purari [iar] 
 Tate (1) 
  Kaki Ae [tbd] 

1.2 Language Location 
People in all Tairuma villages surveyed agreed that their language Tairuma is spoken in 8 villages1 

near Kerema Bay, as well as at Murua Agricultural Settlement, in the Gulf Province of Papua New 
Guinea . Kerema town, the provincial capital, is within the Tairuma language area, but the town’s 
residents are primarily non-Tairuma speakers. 

1.2.1 Maps 
Map 1.1. Tairuma Language Area in Papua New Guinea 

 

                                                           
1 There is a recognized distinction between Mei’i 1 & Mei’i 2, although the villages are so close together that it is 
not readily apparent where one stops and another starts. 
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Map 1.2. Tairuma Villages 

 

 

Map 1.3. Neighbouring Languagesa 
 

[tqo] 

[xeu] 

 
a This map is intended to give general language locations, not to indicate specific boundaries or land ownership. 
Also, Purari borders Keuru to the west, however, the survey team was not able to establish the exact location of 
Purari. 
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1.3 Population 
The 2000 Census (National Statistical Office 2002) lists the population of the 8 villages, shown in 

Table 1.1, as 3,267. All villages surveyed reported that their population is now larger than it was when 
the census was taken. 

Table 1.1. Populations of Tairuma Villages 

Village Households 
(Census 2000) 

Population 
(Census 2000) 

Households 
(Counted 2004)

Reported 
Population 

(2004) 

Karaeta 73 450 80 500 

Kerema Bay 48 318  Data not 
available 

Luluitera 84 552 75 600 

Mei’i 1 54 326  Included with 
Mei’i 2 

Mei’i 2 93 535 128 1,000 

Petoe 32 176  240 

Siviri 78 527 113 700 

Uaripi 70 383 111 553 

Total 566 3,267   

Additionally it was reported during the survey that there are 7 Tairuma families living at Rabia 
Camp, which is a settlement of people from various language groups, including Koariki and Kaimari, 
located in the western part of Gulf Province. There are also Tairuma people living in Murua, which is a 
linguistically mixed community. In Murua, there are 24 houses with Toaripi families, 20 Tairuma 
houses, and 6 Orokolo houses. Based on Murua’s average household size of 6.5 (National Statistical 
Office 2002), the number of Tairuma people living in Murua is estimated to be 130. Rabia Camp’s 
average household size is 7.2 (National Statistical Office 2002); it is estimated that there are 50 
Tairuma people who live there. 

Including all the villages listed in Table 1.1, as well as the Tairumas living in Rabia Camp and 
Murua, the survey team estimates the current Tairuma population in Gulf Province to be 4,100.2 
Additionally, it was reported that there are 300–500 Tairuma speakers living in a settlement block in 
Port Moresby called Talai or Badili. So, there are approximately 4,500 Tairuma speakers today. 

1.4 Linguistic Work and other Materials done in the related 
languages 

Toaripi: The Bible was translated into Toaripi by Herbert Brown (1983) of the London Missionary 
Society (LMS). Brown also published a Toaripi dictionary in 1968 and a comparative dictionary of 
Toaripi, Orokolo and English in 1986. 

Orokolo: The New Testament was translated into Orokolo by S H. Dewdney of the LMS and 
Lavako Maika (1963). The comparative dictionary mentioned above (Brown 1986) includes Orokolo. 

Purari: The New Testament was translated into Purari by J. H. Holmes and published in 1920. The 
original text was reprinted in 1947. The book of Mark was revised by Calvert and published in 1967, 
and the book of Acts was retranslated and published in 1979 (Calvert), and the gospels were 
retranslated and published as three books for new readers in 1979 and 1980 (Bible Society of Papua 
New Guinea). 

                                                           
2 Figure derived from estimates reported during the survey, plus estimates for Murua and Rabia Camp based on 
number of Tairuma houses, plus Kerema Bay’s population as shown in the 2000 Census. 
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2. GOALS OF THE SURVEY 
The goals of the survey were to: 

•  Determine language and dialect boundaries in the Tairuma area 
•  Determine whether the Tairuma language is vital and investigate language use and 

bilingualism patterns 
•  Determine potential for a language development programme 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Village Sampling 

The survey team visited 7 Tairuma speaking villages—Karaeta, Luluitera, Mei’i, Murua,3 Petoe, 
Siviri, and Uaripi. For sampling purposes, Mei’i 1 and Mei’i 2 were considered one village due to their 
geographic proximity and shared name. There were people from both Mei’i 1 and Mei’i 2 present 
during the sociolinguistic interviews. Kerema Bay village was not visited. It is situated between Siviri 
and Karaeta, which are less than one kilometre from each other. Kerema Bay’s proximity to these two 
villages, coupled with the fact that it is sometimes referred to as belonging to Siviri, suggest that data 
collected in these two neighbouring villages is most likely representative of Kerema Bay as well. 

The survey team spent at least one night in all villages visited, except for Petoe, where the team 
only spent part of a day. 

3.2 Tools 
3.2.1 Observation 

Observation is a natural, unobtrusive way to find out what languages are being used in particular 
domains. It is helpful to have observations to either confirm or call into question reported language use 
data. What language(s) people use in particular domains may also give insight into language attitudes. 

Throughout the survey, the team remained alert to what languages they heard spoken around them. 
The team relied on Badi Vila, a Tairuma woman who was part of the survey team, to distinguish 
between vernaculars being used in the villages. 

3.2.2 Sociolinguistic Interviews 
The survey team interviewed groups of people in each village about language use, bilingualism, 

and social contact patterns (including intermarriage, trade, immigration and emigration). An effort was 
made to ensure that groups interviewed were representative of all Tairuma speakers in the village; there 
were always members of both sexes and several age brackets participating in the interviews. Religious 
leaders and educators were interviewed individually in order to gain an overview of the situation of 
religious and educational institutions in the area. All interviews were conducted using standard SIL 
sociolinguistic questionnaires. The survey team used English for all questionnaires, since they do not 
speak Tairuma and most people in the area understood English. A translator accompanied the team to 
interpret for those who did not understand English well. 

3.2.3 Word Lists 
The standard SIL PNG Survey Word List (1999 Revision)4 was taken in each village. Wordlists 

were elicited in English, with a Tairuma translator available for interpretation or clarification as 
needed. The lists were elicited from a small group, including people of varying ages and both sexes. 
This was done so that if there were significant differences based on sex or generational factors, such 
differences would come to light and be further investigated. Other advantages of group elicitation are 
that it allows for discussion of the most appropriate word for each gloss and that it is more culturally 
appropriate than isolating one informant. 

The lexical similarity of the wordlists was analysed by the inspection method, using the criteria 
outlined in Survey on a Shoestring (Blair 1990:31–32). According to these criteria, two words may be 
considered similar if half of the segment pairs are identical or very similar, and half of the remaining 
pairs are similar. 

                                                           
3 Murua Settlement, which was established as a rubber plantation in the 1960s, is a mixed linguistic community, 
which is approximately 40% Tairuma. Other inhabitants include the Toaripi, Orokolo, Kikori, and Kamea (a.k.a. 
Hamtai). There are many mixed marriages. 
4 This is the list developed by Bee and Pence (1962) with the items reordered according to semantic domains. 
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4. LANGUAGE AND DIALECT BOUNDARIES 
4.1 Characteristics of the Language 

See Brown (1973) for descriptions of the phonology and grammar of the Eleman language family 
speech varieties Toaripi, Sepoe, and Orokolo. Brown divides the Eleman family into Eastern and 
Western varieties, and he published a dictionary in each sub-family: Toaripi in the Eastern (1968), and 
Orokolo in the Western (1986). He includes Tairuma (Uaripi) in the Eastern sub-family primarily, it 
appears, on the phonological basis of the presence of the phonemes /f/ and /s/, which are absent in the 
Western varieties (1973:294). We found, however, that Tairuma shares at least one grammatical feature 
with the Western Eleman languages. 

4.1.1 Phonology 
A thorough phonological analysis of the Tairuma language was not possible on the basis of our 

170-item word lists. It seems reasonable to take Brown’s phonological analyses of the surrounding 
Eleman languages, based on his linguistic studies while living among the Elema peoples from 1939 
through 1984, into account here. A thorough phonological analysis of the Tairuma language and 
comparison with Brown’s findings would be welcome. 

4.1.1.1 Consonants 
Brown posits the following eight consonant phonemes for Toaripi: /f, h, k, l, m, p, s, t/ (1973:304). 

It appears that these are also all of the Tairuma consonant phonemes. 

Table 4.1 shows all consonant phones recorded in the Tairuma wordlist elicitation sessions. 

Table 4.1. Tairuma Consonant Chart 

Pulmonic Bilabial Labio-
dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Voiceless 
Plosive  p   t   k ʔ 

Voiceless 
Aspirated 
Plosive 

pʰ  tʰ  kʰ  

Voiced 
Plosive b  d    

Voiceless 
Fricative ɸ f  s   h 

Voiced 
Fricative β v     

Nasal m  n    
Flap   ɾ    

Lat. approx.   l    
Approximant w   j   

There was also one instance of the voiced alveolar trill [r] in Karaeta (see item 6, appendix A), the 
aspirated voiceless dental stop [t̪ʰ] in Murua (see item 48), and the voiced interdental fricative [ð] in 
Karaeta (see item 31). These are all most likely idiosyncrasies. 

The voiced labiodental fricative [v] is in free variation with the voiced bilabial fricative [β] in 
Tairuma, although [v] occurs more often in Mei’i than in the other Tairuma villages. In all villages, 
Rueck observed people varying their pronunciation between these two phones, even when repeating the 
same word in immediate succession. Brown posits a single voiced bilabial phoneme in the Eleman 
family which was over-differentiated as {m}, {v}, and {b} in the orthographies developed by the early 
missionaries and then reinforced by the teaching of English. Brown indicates that the underlying 
phoneme is the voiced bilabial fricative /β/, which is usually nasalised in the initial stressed position. 
He attributes the introduction of [v] to the lack of an English symbol for [β] and the introduction of [b] 
to English-speaking missionaries being misled by the bilabial point of articulation. These sounds would 
have been introduced via the use of {v} and {b} in the orthography coupled with the teaching of the 
English pronunciation for these symbols (1986:xiii; 1968:iv). This explains the occurrences of [β], [v], 
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[m], and [b] in Tairuma today. The voiced bilabial approximant [w] may also sometimes appear in free 
variation with [v] and [β] (e.g., see the correspondences in appendix A, items 32, 42, 58, and 122). 

The voiceless bilabial fricative [ɸ] occurred only once in the Karaeta wordlist (item 99) and 
appeared to be in free variation with the voiceless labiodental fricative [f] throughout the language area. 
As with the voiced fricatives, Rueck frequently observed informants switching between these two 
sounds on subsequent pronunciations of the same word. It seems to Rueck that, as Brown suggests for 
the voiced fricatives (as mentioned), the initial orthographic choice of {f} to represent [ɸ] coupled with 
education in English is likely responsible for the occurrence of [f] in Tairuma today. 

Brown shows that the lateral and alveolar approximants, [l] and [ɾ], are allophones, with [l] usually 
occurring word-initially and [ɾ] intervocalically, especially in the neighbourhood of [o] or [u] 
(1973:300, 306–7). Rueck observed free variation between the lateral approximant, [l], the alveolar 
nasal, [n], and the voiced alveolar stop, [d], especially word initially. Brown also states that [n] and [d] 
are in free variation with [ɾ] and [l] (1986:xiii). He says that the nasal pronunciation was introduced by 
“the younger people who have had much teaching of English in school” (1973:306–7). It seems likely 
to Rueck that this is also the origin of [d]. 

The aspirated stops in our Tairuma wordlists nearly always occur in stressed syllables and are 
thought to be a realization of stress. (See items 2, 10, 11, 12, 29, 36, 43, 44, 48, 78, and 90 for 
examples of [tʰ]; items 11, 35, 51, 87, 89, 115, and 134 for examples of [pʰ]; and items 47, 88, 102, 
119, and 133 for examples of [kʰ].) Rueck suspects that their few occurrences in unstressed syllables 
were for the benefit of his transcription, so as to distinguish them from voiced stops. 

This leaves the glottal stop, [ʔ], as the one possible phonological difference between Tairuma and 
Toaripi. The glottal stop often occurs in its trivial position, before word-initial vowels, but it also often 
occurs intervocalically. It frequently appears in the middle of lengthened, or stressed, vowels (e.g., 
[ˈmɑʔɑ] ‘water’, [ˈeʔehoro] ‘belly’, [keɑˈʔɑko] ‘small’), but not always. Notable exceptions include 
[ˈfɑʔe] ‘seed’ and [ˈmɑʔi] ‘hand’. While some words (e.g., items 13, 111, 155, and 161) contain the 
glottal stop in all villages, some (e.g., items 8, 14, and 61) do not. Its occurrence appears to increase 
slightly toward the east, where there would be more contact with the Kaki Ae speakers, the eastern 
neighbours of the Tairuma, whose language contains a preponderance of glottal stops. 

4.1.1.2 Vowels 
Brown lists the vowel phonemes for both Toaripi and Orokolo as /i, e, a, o, ɔ, u/ (1973:304–46). 

These also appear to be the vowel phonemes in Tairuma. 

Table 4.2 shows all vowel phones recorded in the Tairuma wordlist elicitation sessions. 

Table 4.2. Tairuma Vowel Chart 
 Front Central Back 

Close i  u
Close-mid  e  o 
Mid  ə  
Open-mid  ɛ   ɔ 
Open   ɑ 

 

The back open-mid rounded vowel, [ɔ], occurs in several words from Uaripi and in some words 
from other Tairuma villages (e.g., items 6, 51, 52, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 63, 65, 66, 70, 142, 161, 162, and 
168). The front open-mid unrounded vowel, [ɛ], occurs in a few words from various Tairuma villages 
(see items 18, 57, 85, and 96 for examples). Brown lists the front near-open unrounded vowel [æ], 
which is very close to [ɛ], and the central mid unrounded vowel, [ə], as unstressed allophones of the 
back open unrounded vowel, [ɑ], as follows: [ɑ] occurs in stressed syllables; [ə] occurs in final 
unstressed syllables and in unstressed syllables preceding a long stressed vowel; and in other 
unstressed syllables the vowel tends towards [æ] (1973:305). In our data, the central mid unrounded 
vowel, [ə], occurs primarily in words from Uaripi village but also in words from the other Tairuma 
villages. In most cases [ə] occurs word finally, but it also occurs word medially (e.g., items 8, 67, 81, 
101, 123, 124, and 137). Except for items 123 and 124, these follow Brown’s rules, supporting the 
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hypothesis that [ə] is an allophone of [ɑ]. However, none of the instances of [ɛ] that we noted follow 
Brown’s rule, and will, therefore, at this point, be considered residue. 

4.1.1.3 Stress 
In both Orokolo and Toaripi, with words of two or three syllables, the stress is normally 
on the penultimate syllable. There are some exceptions, the most notable being with the 
nominative form of the personal pronouns…. The stress pattern here has possibly been 
influenced by the object and genitive markers, the addition of which to a pronoun 
normalises the stress…. The final stress of the nominative form of the personal pronouns 
serves also to distinguish them from other words having the same form but with the 
normal penultimate stress… (Brown 1986:xiv). 

Unfortunately, Rueck did not always transcribe stress, and it is, therefore, not shown in appendix 
A. However, where stress was transcribed, it supports Brown’s analysis. In particular, we found the 
minimal pairs: 

 [ɑˈɾe] ‘he’ (item 164), and 

 [ˈɑɾe] ‘new’ (item 86) 

 [ˈeːɾe] ‘belly’ (item 7) 

 [eˈɾe] ‘they’ (item 170). 

Rueck had the impression that stress was generally realized as a lengthening of the vowel as well 
as an increase in speech volume on the stressed syllable, which confirms Brown’s comments regarding 
vowel allophones (e.g., “The front /i/ has two allophones distinguished by duration and tension. The 
high close allophone is unrounded and long /iː/…. In unstressed syllables the allophone is /i/…” 
(Brown 1973:305)) Voiceless stops were also sometimes aspirated in stressed syllables. 

4.1.1.4 Current Trial Orthography 
The Tairuma participants in the 2002 Gulf Alphabet Design Workshop decided to try using the 

following alphabet to teach Tairuma children how to read and write in their own language: {a, e, f, h, i, 
k, l, m, o, p, s, t, u, r, v, ’}. The spelling rules they devised reveal that {r} and {v} occur only in the 
middle of words and the glottal stop {’} occurs in the middle of “long” vowels (Pulari et al. 2002:1). 
The Alphabet Development Worksheet for the Tairuma language notes that “some people omit writing 
glottal, and often it is omitted in speech too. It is often used between geminate vowels,” and “Variation 
in the use of apostrophe (glottal) in the written form of the language needs to be permitted” (Waters et 
al. 2002:12). With the exceptions of /ɔ/ and the continuing over-differentiation of /r/ and /v/, this 
alphabet corresponds to Brown’s phonological analysis of the Eastern Eleman languages. 

4.1.2 Grammar 

4.1.2.1 Word Order 
From the 20 sentences elicited in the wordlists, it would appear that the word order of Tairuma is 

SOV. The following is a sentence elicited from Uaripi village: 
leɑ pɑpoɾe-ɾo doɾo-βe 
person yam-OBJ eat-PRES CONT 
‘The man is eating the yam.’ 

Numbers follow head nouns, as shown in the following examples from Petoe village. 
deɑ fereɑpo opoβŏβe 
person one stand-PRES CONT 
‘One man is standing.’ 
 
deɑ herɑʔɑkĕrori opoβŏβe 
person two-OBJ (PL) stand-PRES CONT 
‘Two men are standing.’ 
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Other adjectives also follow head nouns, as shown in this example from Petoe village. 
deɑ birori ɑβe keɑkŏro toe 
person big dog little-OBJ hit 
‘The big man hit the little dog.’ 

4.1.2.2 Present Continuous Marker 
Tairuma uses the same verb suffix as Orokolo, [-βe], (Brown 1973:358) to mark present 

continuous actions: 
ɑˈɾe doˈro-βe 
3PS eat-PRES CONT 
‘He is eating.’ 

So, while Tairuma shares the voiceless fricatives, [f] and [s], of the Eastern Eleman languages, it 
uses at least this grammatical feature of the Western Eleman languages. 

4.2 Reported Dialect Boundaries 
Karaeta, Siviri, and Luluitera residents were united in their opinion that the bay is the dividing line 

between two dialects of Tairuma. They reported that the villages on the western side of the bay draw 
their vowels out as well as using some different lexical items. They also gave the example of the 
western villages adding an initial vowel to the word for ‘reed’:5 [ɑsejɑ] vs. [sejɑ]. The Tairuma 
speakers in Murua Settlement also reported they were part of the eastern dialect and that the western 
villages drawled. 

Petoe villagers agreed that the bay divides two dialects of Tairuma. In Uaripi, however, people 
further divided Mei’i from the western dialect, citing their use of [k] where others used [ɾ]. Residents 
of Mei’i, the westernmost Tairuma village, thought that they spoke a unique dialect, while the rest of 
the Tairuma villages spoke a common dialect. They gave the same example of the difference as Uaripi 
had: [mikoɾi] vs. [miɾoɾi] for ‘big’. (This was the only example of this correspondence that appeared in 
the wordlist.) Both Uaripi and Mei’i villages said that the rest of the villages draw their words out. 

There was universal agreement that all Tairuma, even six-year-olds, could understand all other 
Tairuma speakers, regardless of which village they came from. 

When asked which dialect of Tairuma was the most prestigious, all but two villages responded that 
it was the dialect of Siviri with the explanation that Siviri was the original Tairuma village from which 
all the others emerged. Uaripi and Petoe villagers held the opinion that the Uaripi dialect was the most 
prestigious. The people of Karaeta were concerned (sceptical) about whether the two dialects could 
work together on one language development project. They said that if the project is done on the east 
side (Siviri, et al.), then everyone will understand. 

4.3 Methodology of Lexicostatistics 
The standard SIL-PNG wordlist of 190 items (170 words and 20 phrases, 1999 Revision; see 

Appendix A) was elicited in all of the villages that were visited during the survey. In each village the 
people designated a few people including older and younger adults and both sexes to help with the 
wordlist. The primary informants for the wordlists were males between thirty and sixty-five years of 
age. All of the wordlists were elicited by Rueck. The elicitation sessions were recorded. In addition, the 
Tairuma wordlists were compared with wordlists from Kaki Ae elicited by Rueck the week after 
Tairuma survey, and Toaripi, Kaipi, and Orokolo published by Brown (1973), which were 
supplemented with additional information from the Toaripi and Orokolo dictionaries that he published 
in 1968 and 1986, respectively. 

Elicited forms were compared by inspection and with reference to Brown’s work, particularly with 
regard to allophones and affixes. When recognisable, only the roots were compared. Although, 
ultimately, Rueck used his own judgement in grouping forms as similar, he usually conformed to the 
standard described in Survey on a Shoestring (Blair 1990:31–33). Namely, half of the phones of a word 
must be identical or very similar or shown to correspond regularly, and half of the remaining phones 

                                                           
5 In Tok Pisin, pitpit. 
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must be somewhat similar. However, glottal stops and vowel length did not appear to be contrastive 
and were, thus, ignored, as was reduplication. 

For seventeen items, some forms were grouped as similar even though they did not meet Blair’s 
standard. Of these, nine appeared to be missing a morpheme in one or more lists, two appeared to be 
missing a syllable, one contained an extra leading vowel, and one may have been missing an off-glide. 
For items 50, 53, and 80, one form had more phones corresponding to null than allowed. In item 124, 
the Toaripi, Kaipi, and Orokolo forms met the similarity standard for only some of the Tairuma forms, 
but they were all grouped together regardless. The WordSurv computer program (Wimbush 1989) was 
used to calculate the percentage of compared forms that were defined as similar by Rueck. 

Of the 170 items elicited, 22 were not used in the lexical comparison. Fourteen were disqualified 
because they were simply duplicates of morphemes already considered in other items; ‘bean’, and 
‘tobacco’ were disqualified as borrowings from English and Motu; ‘liver’, ‘many’, and ‘all’ were 
disqualified due to probably confusion over what the gloss meant or elicitation of synonyms; and the 
dual pronouns were not elicited after the first village. Assuming the Tairuma dual pronouns are similar 
to those in Toaripi and Orokolo, two out of three would have been eliminated in any case due to a lack 
of unique morphemes. The forms elicited for the 148 items used in the comparison are listed in 
Appendix A. 

4.4 Lexical Similarity Between Tairuma Villages 
Table 4.3 is a percentage matrix of similar forms of the words compared between the seven 

Tairuma villages where wordlists were elicited. 

Table 4.3. Percent Lexical Similarity Between Tairuma Villages 
Uaripi       

99 Petoe      
97 99 Murua     
96 97 98 Mei’i 2    
94 96 97 97 Luluitera   
94 96 97 99 95 Siviri  
91 94 95 97 94 96 Karaeta 

Over 90% lexical similarity between all Tairuma villages supports the conclusion that they all 
speak the same language. These word lists reveal no obvious grouping of Tairuma villages based on 
lexical similarity. Using the bay as the dividing line between dialects, on the average, the western 
villages are slightly more similar to each other (97%) than to the eastern villages (96%). The eastern 
villages, however, are just as similar to the western villages (96%) as they are to each other (96%). 
Taking the probable range of error in these figures (see Table 4.4) into account, however, there is no 
evidence that these average figures are significantly different. There may, nonetheless, be a gradual 
lexical shift between Uaripi, located west of Kerema Bay, and Karaeta, to the east of the bay. 

The percentages in Table 4.4 are a computed range of error for the above similarity percentages 
based on the reliability code,6 the total number of forms compared, and the similarity percentages 
(Wimbish 1989:58–60.). The true percentage of cognates between two lists is likely (at approximately a 
confidence level of .10, although this has not been demonstrated) to be no further from the percentage 
in Table 4.3 than the percentage in Table 4.4. 

                                                           
6 The reliability code entered for each wordlist in WordSurv indicates the reliability of the data on a scale of A to 
E. The code given to the wordlists Rueck elicited is D, meaning the elicitation situation was an average survey 
situation with bilingual informants but no satisfactory opportunity to double check. Brown’s wordlists were 
considered to have a reliability level of A: the result of many years of field work in the language. 
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Table 4.4. Percent Ranges of Error Between Tairuma Villages 
Uaripi       

1.9 Petoe      
3.0 2.2 Murua     
3.2 2.7 2.7 Mei’i 2    
3.9 3.3 3.0 2.7 Luluitera   
3.7 3.1 3.1 1.9 3.6 Siviri  
4.6 4.0 4.2 3.0 4.0 3.3 Karaeta 

4.5 Lexical Similarity Between Tairuma and Neighbouring 
Languages 

In Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 the percentage figures listed under Tairuma are the average of the 
corresponding figures for all seven Tairuma villages. Likewise, the figures for Kaki Ae are the average 
of the figures for Lou and Uriri villages. 

Table 4.5. Percent Lexical Similarity Between Area Languages 
Tairuma     

65 Kaipi    
58 85 Toaripi   
60 69 67 Orokolo  
10 10 11 12 Kaki Ae 

 

Table 4.6. Percent Range of Error Between Area Languages 
Tairuma     

5.9 Kaipi    
5.9 3.1 Toaripi   
5.9 4.0 4.0 Orokolo  
5.0 3.7 3.6 3.8 Kaki Ae 

These lexical similarity percentages support the existing classification of Tairuma, Kaipi, Toaripi, 
and Orokolo as separate languages belonging to the same language family, while Kaki Ae belongs to 
another family of the same stock. They also support the classification of Kaipi as a dialect of Toaripi. 
This data is in agreement with the language boundaries reported in group interviews (see section 1.2). 

Note that Tairuma appears to be about equally similar to Toaripi and Orokolo. Tairuma also 
appears to be slightly more similar to Kaipi than to either Toaripi or Orokolo; however, given the range 
of error, these differences are unlikely to be significant. 

The minimum criteria that two speech forms should meet to possibly be considered the same 
language is a lexical similarity of 70% (ILAC 1991). Speech varieties that are less than 60% similar 
have normally been found to be unintelligible (Grimes 1995:22). These guidelines put Tairuma at the 
threshold of intelligibility with the other Eleman languages. At the upper confidence limit (71%) 
Tairuma and Kaipi may possibly have enough inherent intelligibility to be considered dialects of the 
same language. However, this has not been verified either by self-reported data or intelligibility testing. 
Tairuma is unlikely to be inherently intelligible with either Toaripi or Orokolo and is certainly 
unintelligible with Kaki Ae. 

4.6 Summary 
The data collected by the survey team supports the existing classification of Tairuma as a distinct 

language. 

Tairuma phonology appears to be very similar, if not identical, to Toaripi, or Eastern Eleman, 
phonology. However, Tairuma, shares the present continuous tense/aspect marker of Orokolo, in the 
Western Eleman sub-family. Judging from lexical similarity, Tairuma is clearly in the same family as 
Toaripi and Orokolo, however, it is unlikely that the three languages are intelligible. The Tairuma 
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reported that only their older generation understands Toaripi or Orokolo (see section 5.1.7), which 
confirms the lack of inherent intelligibility between these languages and Tairuma. 

The Tairuma reported a difference in accent and vocabulary between the villages on the west side 
of Kerema Bay and those on the east side. However, these differences were not evident on the SIL 
PNG Standard Wordlist. Apparently, the people perceive a dialect difference across the bay, but the 
survey team could not discern the difference. All villages seemed to feel that it was the others who had 
a drawl. However, everyone also agreed that there was no difficulty, even for young children, in 
understanding any other speaker of Tairuma, regardless of which village he came from. 

While most of the Tairuma villages felt that the dialect of Siviri was the most prestigious due to its 
being the origin of the language group, Uaripi and Petoe villages, to the west of the bay, felt that it was 
the Uaripi dialect which was the most prestigious. Some people in Karaeta were sceptical about 
whether people from the two dialects would be able to work together in a common language 
development program. 
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5. LANGUAGE VITALITY 
5.1 Language Use Description 
5.1.1 Children’s Language Use, as reported 
 
Data in this section represents group responses to questions during language use interviews in seven 
Tairuma villages: Karaeta, Luluitera, Mei’i, Murua,7 Petoe, Siviri and Uaripi. 

The following table summarizes reported children’s language use by domain. More detailed 
comments follow the table. The number shown represents the number of villages (out of seven) 
reporting that children use a language in a given domain. For example, all seven villages reported that 
children speak Tairuma to their grandparents. 

Table 5.1. Reported Children’s Language Use By Domain 

 Local Pidgin English Toaripi Orokolo Hiri Motu Opao 

To grandparents  7       

To parents 7       

To siblings 7 2 2     

To playmates 6 6 3 1    

Children singing 7 7 7 3 2 1 1 

Respondents in all seven villages reported that children speak Tairuma with their parents, 
grandparents, and siblings. In Luluitera and Siviri it was reported that children also speak English and 
Tok Pisin to their siblings, with Luluitera reporting that Tok Pisin was more common in that domain 
than Tairuma, and Siviri reporting that children more frequently use Tairuma when speaking to their 
siblings. 

In all villages except Murua, it was reported that children use Tairuma with their playmates. 
Additionally, six of the seven villages (all except Mei’i) reported that children use Tok Pisin in that 
domain. Murua (a linguistically mixed community) reported that Tok Pisin was the primary language 
of children at play. Three villages reported that children use English while playing, and Murua reported 
that sometimes children speak Toaripi when they play. Of the five villages that reported children using 
Tairuma along with Tok Pisin (and sometimes English) in this domain, four reported that Tairuma was 
dominant, while only Luluitera reported that Tok Pisin was dominant. As shown in Table 5.1, children 
sing in many languages: mostly Tairuma, Tok Pisin, and English, although some children also sing in 
neighbouring vernaculars. 

It was reported in all seven villages visited that Tairuma is the first language children learn.8 With 
only two exceptions, the villages reported that children who are old enough to start going to school 
speak Tairuma as proficiently as their parents do. The first exception was in Siviri, where it was 
reported that children who are in Elementary Prep are still learning to speak properly, although by their 
second year of school (Elementary 1), they speak Tairuma well. The second exception was in Luluitera, 
where it was stated that although children learn to speak Tairuma first, they also begin to speak Tok 
Pisin when they are about two years old. It was stated that Luluitera children do not speak Tairuma 
well before starting elementary school, but the school teaches children to speak Tairuma. 

Reportedly, children in all villages mix Tok Pisin with Tairuma, and some children also mix 
English with Tairuma. In Murua, parents said that in addition to Tok Pisin and English, children mix 
Toaripi with Tairuma. The pastor in Murua reported that the younger generation is mixing a lot of 
English into their native languages. Adults in five villages disapproved of mixing languages. In Mei’i 
there was disagreement regarding whether mixing was good or bad, and adults in Luluitera felt that 
mixing was good because it indicated that children were learning to speak different languages. 

                                                           
7 Murua is a linguistically mixed community where a large number of Tairuma people live. Language use data for 
Murua was collected specifically for Tairuma speakers living there, rather than for the community as a whole. 
8 One exception was noted in Karaeta, where a woman said her children learned to speak English first, even though 
the majority of the village’s children learn to speak Tairuma first. 
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5.1.2 Children’s Language Use, as observed 
Children were observed speaking Tairuma most of the time, although they also sometimes spoke 

English or Tok Pisin. Use of Tok Pisin and English in Karaeta and Luluitera villages was significantly 
higher than in the other Tairuma villages, to the point of causing concern about language vitality in 
those villages. 

In Karaeta, children were observed singing in Tok Pisin and Toaripi with enthusiasm. There was 
another song in Tairuma about which the children seemed not quite as enthusiastic and perhaps a bit 
lost. However, Potter was informed that at least one of the Tairuma songs was a new one, and that 
could have been the reason that the children did not know it well. Also in Karaeta, a group of girls was 
observed chatting in Tairuma. Children in Karaeta were observed speaking Tok Pisin with a middle-
aged man. 

In Uaripi village it seemed that children who were speaking Tok Pisin were doing so because they 
had a parent from another language or that they were not living in the Tairuma area. For example, 
children sitting with mothers underneath the aid post building were speaking mostly Tairuma to each 
other. One girl about seven years old was speaking Tok Pisin to the other children, but mothers 
informed Potter that the girl’s family lives in Port Moresby and was visiting for the holidays. Another 
girl who was speaking both Tairuma and Tok Pisin comes from a mixed family – one Tairuma parent 
and one Sepik parent. Later, children under 15 years old were observed speaking Tairuma to each other 
while playing a game. 

Even in Luluitera where the team observed significantly more use of Tok Pisin and English among 
children as compared to other Tairuma villages, when Potter went for walk with the elementary 
teacher, her children, and some other children under 10 years old, the children were speaking mostly 
Tairuma to each other, and also some Tok Pisin. Later, when the teacher spoke English to a boy who 
was about 3–4 years old, he responded in Tairuma. 

5.1.3 Children’s Language Use Summary 
The survey team’s observations confirmed the reported data given in section 5.1.1, that in general, 

children primarily speak Tairuma, and also speak some Tok Pisin and English. Observations in 
Luluitera supported reports that children were using significant amounts of English and Tok Pisin 
there, along with Tairuma, but observations indicated that at least some Luluitera children may be 
using more Tairuma than Tok Pisin, rather than vice versa, as was reported. 

5.1.4 Adults’ Language Use, as reported 
The following tables present reported language use for adults, men and women respectively, in 

seven villages: Karaeta, Luluitera, Mei’i, Murua, Petoe, Siviri, and Uaripi. The numbers in the charts 
are the number of villages that said an age group uses a language to talk to certain people. For example, 
seven of the seven villages reported that young men use Tairuma when speaking to their parents. The 
age groups are abbreviated as follows: 
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ym  = young men, unmarried    yw = young women, unmarried 
mm  = married men, children at home  mw = married women, children at home 
om = old men    ow = old women 

Table 5.2. Number of Villages Reporting Men’s Language Use 

Tairuma Tok Pisin English 

You to… 

ym
 

m
m

 

om
 

ym
 

m
m

 

om
 

ym
 

m
m

 

om
 

…your parents 7 7  1      

…your brothers and sisters 7 7 7 49   2   

…your wife  7 7       

…teach your (grand) kids  7 7  2   1 1 

…scold your (grand) kids  7 7  2   1 1 

Your wife to your kids  7 7      1 

Your parents to your 
kids 

 7        

Your parents to you 7 7        

Additionally, it was reported in Uaripi that there are a few young men who have lived in other 
provinces and who speak Tok Pisin to their parents. 

Table 5.3. Number of Villages Reporting Women’s Language Use 

Tairuma Tok Pisin English 

You to… 

yw
 

m
w

 

ow
 

yw
 

m
w

 

ow
 

yw
 

m
w

 

ow
 

…your parents 7 7  1   1   

…your brothers and sisters 610 7 7 2   1   

…your husband  7 7       

…teach your (grand) kids  7 7  1     

…scold your (grand) kids  7 7  1   1  

Your husband to your kids  7 7       

Your parents to your 
kids 

 7        

Your parents to you 7 7  1      

In cases of intermarriage (not represented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3), other languages may be 
used in the home, either along with Tairuma or instead of it. For example, in Murua if a man is married 
to an Orokolo woman she speaks Orokolo to their children. An old woman in Murua who is married to 
a Toaripi man reported that their family uses Toaripi instead of Tairuma. In Karaeta there is a man 
married to a woman from Buka. He speaks English and Tok Pisin to her, and she speaks Tok Pisin to 
their child. 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show that Tairuma is the dominant language in the domain of the home. If the 
Tairuma speakers were undergoing a shift to Tok Pisin or English as their primary language, one might 
                                                           
9 In all four villages where young men reported using Tok Pisin in addition to Tairuma with their siblings, they 
reported that they use more Tairuma than Tok Pisin in that domain. 
10 Young women in Luluitera reported speaking exclusively Tok Pisin with siblings and primarily Tok Pisin with 
parents, although they speak some Tairuma to their parents. 
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expect to see more villages reporting Tok Pisin or English use and a decrease from old age, to middle 
age, to young in the number of villages reporting Tairuma use. Because every village reported the use 
of Tairuma by young people, it is not likely that a shift from Tairuma to Tok Pisin or English will be 
completed in this generation. 

Table 5.4 is a compilation of the responses for seven villages reporting language use in certain 
domains. In the chart one can see, for example, that all seven villages reported that Tairuma is spoken 
when arguing with family. 

Table 5.4. Language Use By Domains (Number of Villages Reporting) 
What 

languages do 
you use when: 

Tairuma Tok 
Pisin English Hiri 

Motu Toaripi Orokolo Mekeo 

Arguing with 
family 7 1 1 1    

Praying at 
home 6 2 3     

Organizing 
wedding or 

funeral feasts 
7       

Joking 7 3 1 2 1 1 1 
Playing sports 7 5 4 2 1 1  
Outsiders who 

know your 
language 

7 4 2 3 2 1  

Outsiders who 
don’t know 

your language 
 6 3 3 1   

Village court 7 1 1 1 1 1  
In Kerema 

Town 7 7 5 6    

In Table 5.4 all of the villages reported using Tairuma in every domain where it is possible to 
communicate using Tairuma, except for Karaeta village where people do not pray in Tairuma at home. 
Greatest use of Tok Pisin and English is in domains that may involve outsiders, such as playing sports, 
communication with outsiders, and going to town. Regarding what languages are used with outsiders, it 
was specifically expressed in three villages that they would respond to an outsider in whatever 
language he spoke first. 

5.1.5 Adults’ Language Use, as observed 
Adults were observed speaking Tairuma most of the time, unless they were addressing the survey 

team. This was true in both informal settings (i.e. sitting in the village visiting with friends) as well as 
more formal settings (i.e. discussion during group interviews). 

In Siviri, almost all discussion during the language use and contact patterns group interviews was 
in Tairuma. Two young women translated for the surveyor between Tairuma and English. These 
women said they were mixing a lot of Tok Pisin and English with Tairuma, but the surveyor only heard 
a handful of mixed words during the 2–3 hour interview session. 

Mothers sitting under the aid post building in Uaripi near the children’s injection clinic were 
speaking mostly Tairuma to each other and were communicating with a surveyor in Tok Pisin and a 
little bit of English. There was an older woman there (maybe 50 years old?) who did not seem to 
understand when the surveyor addressed her in English or Tok Pisin. 

While sitting in a house in Murua, Tairuma speakers and Toaripi speakers were having a 
conversation; each person was speaking his own language. The Tairuma dinghy driver who took the 
survey team to Murua communicated with the pastor there in Motu because the pastor does not speak 
Tairuma, but when the driver turned from talking to the pastor and said something to a Tairuma 
woman, he spoke Tairuma to her. 
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The elementary school teacher in Luluitera was observed speaking mostly Tairuma to children 
(outside of class), but she also spoke some English to them. Women sitting under a house in Luluitera 
were speaking Tairuma to each other. 

5.1.6 Adults’ Language Use Summary 
The survey team’s observations confirmed the reported data given in section 5.1.7, that adults 

primarily speak Tairuma and occasionally speak other languages, such as Tok Pisin, English, and Hiri 
Motu. 

5.1.7 Bilingualism, as reported 
Table 5.5 shows self-reported bilingualism in seven villages the survey team visited: Karaeta, 

Luluitera, Mei’i, Murua, Petoe, Siviri, and Uaripi. The numbers in the charts are the number of villages 
that said an age group speaks or hears (understands but cannot speak) a language. 

For example, all seven villages reported that young men speak Tok Pisin. A value of 0.5 was given 
when respondents indicated that only some people in a given category could speak the language, or that 
those who could speak it/understand it, could only speak or understand “light ones” or easy things. 

Table 5.5. Number of Villages Reporting Bilingualism 

 Young 
Men 

Men (w/ 
kids) Old Men Young 

Women 
Women 
(w/ kids) 

Old 
Women Children 

Speak 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Tairuma 

Hear        

Speak 7 6.5 2.5 7 6.5 1.5 7 
Tok Pisin 

Hear   1.5   2.5  

Speak 5.5 4.5 1.5 5.5 4 0.5 5 
English 

Hear   3  1 3  

Speak 2 4.5 6.5 2 2 6.5  
Orokolo 

Hear 1.5 1  1.5 3  2 

Speak 2.5 3 6.5 2 3.5 6 1 
Toaripi 

Hear 2 2.5  3 2  0.5 

Speak 3 4.5 4 1.5 2.5 3.5  
Hiri Motu 

Hear 0.5   1.5 0.5 1  

Speak 0.5 0.5   0.5   
Opao 

Hear        

English and Tok Pisin are widely spoken by the younger generation, while Orokolo and Toaripi 
are more commonly spoken by the older generation. Adults’ knowledge of Hiri Motu is a bit less than 
Orokolo and Toaripi, and knowledge of Opao is virtually non-existent. The fact that bilingualism in 
neighbouring vernaculars is reportedly more prevalent among older people than younger people, and 
extremely limited among children, indicates a decline in vernacular bilingualism within the last 1–2 
generations, with Tok Pisin and English replacing neighbouring vernaculars for communication with 
outsiders. 

A Toaripi-speaking pastor reported that he speaks Toaripi with the older people in Karaeta, but 
English with the youths because “young people can’t understand Toaripi.” This suggests that Toaripi is 
not inherently intelligible to Tairuma speakers, but that the older Tairumas learned Toaripi through 
contact with Toaripi speakers. While today’s youths may have as much contact with Toaripi speakers 
as their elders did (Kerema town is populated mainly by Toaripi and Orokolo speakers), they are 
apparently using Tok Pisin and English to communicate with them rather than learning Toaripi. 

Orokolo seemed to carry some prestige because the original mission station that served the 
Tairuma people was in Orokolo. Thus, the Tairuma area was originally a part of the Orokolo Circuit of 
the United Church, and some people still use the Orokolo New Testament. On more than one occasion 
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people stated that the reason that they knew how to speak Orokolo, or even the reason that they spoke 
Orokolo well, was because the New Testament is in Orokolo. 

After the wordlist elicitation in Karaeta village, residents informed the survey team that they could 
understand other languages spoken up and down the coast from them, but no other language groups 
could understand them. For example, Tairumas can speak Orokolo and Toaripi, but neither of these 
groups has learned Tairuma. Later, it was also reported that the Opao and the Kaki Ae can understand 
Tairuma, but not vice versa. So, it appears from these reports that the Tairuma language is somewhere 
in the middle of the hierarchy of language prestige in this area. 

5.2 Language Attitudes, as reported 
When asked if Tairuma will still be spoken in 20 years, adults in five villages felt that it would.11 

Groups in Luluitera and Petoe were not able to come to consensus about the question. 

Adults in every village expect their children will speak Tairuma to the next generation, although 
adults in Siviri indicated that it would not be proper Tairuma because they would mix languages. Some 
people in Luluitera stated that it was up to individuals what language they would speak to their future 
children. Many people believed that in addition to Tairuma, future adults would speak English, Tok 
Pisin, and/or Hiri Motu to their children. In Murua they stated that if their child married someone from 
another language group, such as Toaripi or Orokolo, they would speak that language to their children. 

Regarding which languages they want their children to learn, adults always placed first priority on 
Tairuma, second English, third Tok Pisin, and fourth Hiri Motu, except in Murua where Toaripi was 
second priority, followed (in order) by English, Tok Pisin, and Hiri Motu. Uaripi village placed fifth 
importance on Orokolo. 

Table 5.6 shows the responses of seven villages to questions about their preferences for language 
used for books and story telling. The responses are displayed in number of villages reporting a 
preference. For example, all seven of the villages reported that they would like to hear stories in 
Tairuma. 

Table 5.6. Reported Language Preference for Books and Stories 

Language 
Preferences Tairuma English  Tok Pisin Hiri Motu Toaripi Orokolo 

In what 
language(s) 

would 
you like to read 

books? 

7 7 4 3 3 3 

In what 
language(s) 

would 
you like to hear 

stories? 

7 1 1 1 1  

5.3  Language Attitudes, as observed 
People mainly speak Tairuma at home and in the village; groups were also observed on several 

occasions enthusiastically singing songs in Tairuma. These things indicate a positive attitude toward 
their language. Tok Pisin and English are also used to some extent in the village and there seem to be 
neutral or positive attitudes toward those languages. 

                                                           
11 However, in Karaeta, a young man came to speak to the survey team the day after the group interview and said 
that he was not in agreement with the group’s answer about the future of the language. He felt that maybe their 
children and grandchildren would speak English or Tok Pisin. This man, who as a part of his work had done 
community development feasibility studies on behalf of CDC and was therefore fairly familiar with the purpose of 
the SIL survey, was concerned that the children are shifting to English and Tok Pisin. He said, “Even now, the 
children, and myself too, use a lot of English words when speaking Tairuma.”  
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5.4 Population Movement 
Information in this section reflects immigration and emigration data reported in six villages: 

Karaeta, Luluitera, Mei’i, Petoe, Siviri, and Uaripi. 

5.4.1 Immigration 
There were a total of 186 immigrants reported in six villages where immigration data was 

collected: Karaeta, Luluitera, Mei’i, Petoe, Siviri, and Uaripi. Based on the villages’ reported 
populations, there is an immigration rate of 5.2% (186/3593). Immigration does not appear to be a 
factor negatively impacting language vitality. 

As shown in Table 5.7, 69% (67/97) of male immigrants and 71% (63/89) of female immigrants 
originated in other areas of Gulf Province. The next largest group of immigrants is from neighbouring 
Central Province followed by Western Province, Gulf Province’s western neighbour. 

Table 5.7. Number of Immigrants by Province of Origin 

Province or Region Number of Male 
Immigrants 

Number of Female 
Immigrants 

Total 

Bougainville 3 1 4 
Central 8 5 13 
East New Britain 1 2 3 
Gulf 67 63 130 
Highlands 0 5 5 
Madang 1 1 2 
Milne Bay 3 1 4 
Morobe 3 2 5 
New Ireland 1 0 1 
Oro 2 1 3 
Sepik 5 1 6 
West New Britain 0 3 3 
Western 3 4 7 
Total 97 89 186 

Of the people listed in Table 5.7, 98% immigrated due to marriage and 2% immigrated due to 
employment. 

Table 5.8 shows the languages within Gulf Province from which immigrants come. Most are from 
Orokolo and Toaripi, followed by Purari and Opao. 
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Table 5.8. Gulf Province Immigrants’ Languages 

Language Male Female Total 
Kaki Ae 3 1 4 
Kamea 1 2 3 
Keuru 3 1 4 

Northeast Kiwai 0 1 1 
Opao 3 7 10 

Orokolo 23 21 44 
Porome 1 0 1 
Purari 12a 0 12 

Toaripi 21 30 51 
Total 67 63 130 

a It is possible that three of these men are actually from Northeast 
Kiwai language, rather than Purari. 

5.4.2 Emigration 
Typically, Tairuma women who emigrate to other areas do so because of marriage, although it was 

reported that a few had emigrated to seek employment. Men typically move to other areas due to 
employment, although sometimes they do so because of marriage. 

The most significant group of people emigrating from the Tairuma area is a large group that has 
moved to settlements in Port Moresby. This group was estimated to total 300–500 people. Talai, Mei’i 
3, and Badili were all given as names of Port Moresby settlements where these people live. 

There is a second, smaller group of people who have moved to Lae. This group was estimated to 
be about 100 people. 

Emigration to places other than Port Moresby or Lae is shown in Table 5.9. 

Table 5.9. Emigration to Places Other Than Port Moresby and Lae 

Region Male Emigrants Female Emigrants
Bougainville 0 2 

Central 4 7 
East New Britain 5 6 
Eastern Highlands 3 0 

Gulf 3 30 
Madang 2 3 

Milne Bay 5 6 
Morobe 0 3 

New Ireland 2 1 
Oro 7 1 

Sepik 4 9 
Southern Highlands 0 1 
West New Britain 1 1 

Western 4 0 
Western Highlands 0 1 

Australia 0 7 
Canada 1 0 

New Zealand 0 1 
Total 41 79 
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Of those emigrating to other language areas in Gulf Province, nearly 50% went to Toaripi and 21% 
went to Orokolo. The following table shows emigration statistics for Tairuma people moving to other 
areas of Gulf Province. 

Table 5.10. Emigration within Gulf Province 

Area Male Emigrants Female Emigrants

Kaki Ae 1 4 

Keuru 0 2 

Opao 1 1 

Orokolo 0 7 

Purari 0 2a 

Toaripi 1 14 
a It is possible that one of these women actually went to the 
Northeast Kiwai language area. 

Although emigration levels are higher than immigration, it does not appear that there has been so 
much emigration as to deplete the local language community’s population and threaten language 
vitality. 

5.4.3 Marriage Patterns 
For intermarriage with other language groups see section 5.4.1 (Immigration) and section 0 

(Emigration). 

The exchange of brides between villages is one indication of the social connections between the 
Tairuma villages. The intermarriage ties between the Tairuma villages are enumerated in Table 5.11. 
The columns correspond to the number of brides who have moved into a village. The rows show which 
villages the brides have come from. For example, five brides have moved from Uaripi to Petoe, and 
three have moved from Siviri to Petoe. 

Table 5.11. Number of Brides Exchanged Between Tairuma Villages 

 Uaripi Petoe Murua Mei'i Luluitera Siviri
Kerema 

Bay Karaeta OUT O+I 
Uaripi - 5 1 5 2 0 3 1 17 29 
Petoe 1 - 0 2 3 2 2 0 10 23 
Murua 0 0 - 1 2 0 - 3 6 12 
Mei'i 6 3 1 - 2 5 0 1 18 32 

Luluitera 0 2 2 1 - 1 7 1 14 29 
Siviri 2 3 0 5 3 - 1 8 22 42 

Kerema Bay 0 0 - 0 0 6 - 1 7 21 
Karaeta 3 0 2 0 3 6 1 - 15 30 

IN 12 13 6 14 15 20 14 15   
           

NOTE: Where two villages reported different numbers between them, the average 
(rounded up) was taken. 

Counting the number of brides reportedly leaving and entering each village, it is Siviri that has the 
most connections to the rest of the Tairuma villages with 22 brides leaving and 20 moving in. If, 
instead of counting every bride, we count the number of other villages with any bridal ties to each 
village, it is Luluitera that has the most links, 12, while Siviri, Mei’i, and Karaeta each have 11 links. If 
we only count stronger links (representing more than one bride), then both Siviri and Luluitera have 
nine. Apparently then, within the Tairuma language group it is Siviri and Luluitera villages that are the 
most “connected” to the rest of the villages. If bridal exchange is a reliable indicator of the connectivity 
between Tairuma villages, then Siviri is the most influential village in the entire language group. 
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Also note that Murua Settlement appears to be the least socially integrated with the rest of the 
Tairuma villages, with only six brides reportedly moving there and only six reportedly coming from 
there. However, we did not collect intermarriage data in either Murua or Kerema Bay; the data in Table 
5.11 concerning these villages was reported by the rest of the villages. So, their bride exchanges may 
be under-reported in comparison to the rest of the villages. 

Concerning differences in the number of exchanges reported between any pair of villages, our 
analysis is based on the average of the two figures since we didn’t have time to investigate further the 
source of the discrepancies. LePage and Tabouret-Keller (1985:218–9) claim that groups are more 
willing to acknowledge intermarriage with other groups of equal or higher status. Perhaps using the 
average of the reported figures has cancelled out this prestige bias. Even if it has not, and, therefore, the 
resultant figures are not an accurate count of brides exchanged, they are likely to favour the villages 
with higher social status, which is just another indication of influence within the language group. 

5.5  Language Vitality Summary 
Tairuma is widely used and valued in Tairuma-speaking villages and is strong in the domain of the 

home. Current language use and language attitudes indicate that shift to another language within the 
next generation is unlikely. Both reported and observed language use data in Karaeta and Luluitera 
villages indicate weaker vitality there than in other Tairuma villages. The survey team’s impression 
was that language vitality in Luluitera was weaker than in Karaeta, although the team did not have a 
sufficient number of observations to make a definitive comparison between the two. 
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6. POTENTIAL FOR LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
6.1 Education 
6.1.1 History of Schools in the Area12 

Generally, schools were introduced in the Tairuma area, and Kerema District as a whole, by the 
London Missionary Society (LMS) in the late 1800s. They were first started in Orokolo (West 
Kerema), and then spread towards the east, central, and other parts of Gulf Province. 

In 1958, the Mission started a vernacular elementary school among the Kameas13 in a place called 
Lovera in the hills above the upper Murua River. Then, in 1964, while establishing Murua Settlement,14 
the Colonial Administration started the first community school in Murua. Community schools 
comprised six years of primary education taught entirely in English. 

Formal education became compulsory and, according to the teachers we interviewed, most 
effective in the mid 1900s. In the 1960s, children were eligible to start school at age seven. Children 
started school at the community school (grades one to six), then went to the high school (grades seven 
to ten), then to the national high school (grades eleven to twelve), and then finally to the university, 
which is the highest level of education in Papua New Guinea. 

In 1997 the Reform Education System was introduced in Kerema, which encouraged the 
community to send their children to school as early as age four. They start with elementary school (E-
Prep, E1 and E2) in their own village. At the elementary level, children are taught everything in the 
vernacular, which is Tairuma in the villages were Tairuma is the main language spoken. However, if 
the children are not Tairuma speakers, due to mixed parentage, then the teachers explain things to them 
in either Tok Pisin or English. But these children motivate themselves to learn the Tairuma language. 
According to their teachers, they learn Tairuma pretty quickly and speak it fluently. Then from E2 the 
children go to E3, which is at a primary school. The year in E3 serves as a bridge for the children from 
the vernacular medium of instruction to learning things in English. 

Siviri, Karaeta, and Luluitera have Tairuma elementary schools (E-Prep, E1, and E2). The children 
from these villages are sent to Ila Karaeta Primary School15 for grades three to eight. Across the bay, 
there are Tairuma elementary schools in Mei’i and Uaripi. Students on the west side of the bay then 
attend Mei-Uaripi Primary School. At Murua Settlement, the school is still functioning like a 
Community School (classes offered through grade six). 

There are also other mission run schools in Kerema Town, like the pre-school provided by the 
Catholic Sisters of Charity and the Baptist Academy School, provided by the Charity Baptist Church. 
The Baptist Academy is right next to the Kerema airstrip. 

6.1.2 School Sites 
Table 6.1. School Sites in the Tairuma Area 

School Name Village/ 
Year Established Grade Levels 

Karaeta Elementary School Karaeta/1999 EP, E1 & E2 
Luluitera Elementary School Luluitera/ 1997 EP, E1 & E2 

Mei’i Elementary School Mei’i and Petoe/ 1997 EP, E1 & E2 
Siviri Elementary School Siviri/ 1997 EP, E1 & E2 

Uaripi & Petoe Elementary School Uaripi/ 2000 EP, E1 & E2 
Ila Karaeta Primary School Kerema/ 1940 E3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 

                                                           
12 Data on the history of schools was obtained from interviews with school headmasters in the area. 
13 The Kamea people speak a language known as Hamtai in Morobe Province (and in the Ethnologue) that is in a 
different linguistic sub-phylum from Tairuma. They live up in the mountains but have recently started moving 
down to the lowlands to settle. The Kameas are commonly known in Kerema as “the mountain people of Kerema”. 
14 Murua is a settlement that used to be a rubber plantation in the 1960s. Currently, the inhabitants are a mixture of 
people who speak the Orokolo, Toaripi, Kikori, Kamea (a.k.a. Hamtai), and Tairuma languages. There are also 
many mixed marriages. Most of the people who live there are subsistence farmers.  
15 The Ila Karaeta Primary School has a mixture of students from east and west Kerema (Toaripi and Orokolo) and 
from other provinces in Papua New Guinea whose parents work in Kerema. Most of them are not Tairuma 
speakers. 
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School Name Village/ 
Year Established Grade Levels 

Mei’i Uaripi Primary School Uaripi/ 1960 E3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 
Murua Primary School Muruaa/ 1964 1, 3, 5, 6, 8b 
Kerema High School Kerema/ 1955 9 & 10 

a The Murua Primary School is still operating under the old Education System. 
b This year, there are no grade two, four, and seven classes due to a small population of school age children the 
year those classes would normally have started. 

6.1.2.1 Secondary Schools 
Once students graduate from grade eight, they are sent to complete high school (grades 9 and 10) 

at Kerema High School or other high schools outside of Kerema, such as the Don Bosco Araimiri 
Technical High School (Catholic Mission) or to Kikori High School (West Kerema). Some have also 
had the opportunity to transfer to high schools in the nation’s capital (Port Moresby) and other 
provinces in PNG due to their parents moving out of Kerema for employment reasons. The grade 10 
graduates, when they pass their grade 10 final provincial exams, are then sent to national high schools 
outside of Gulf Province since there are no national high schools in Gulf Province 

6.1.3 Staff 
In the villages, the elementary school teachers are all Tairuma speakers. At the Ila Karaeta 

Elementary School, in Kerema town, the languages vary due to the fact that half of the children and 
staff are not Tairuma speakers16. 

Other non-Tairuma staff teach at Mei’i Uaripi Primary School, Murua Primary School, and 
Kerema Provincial High School. 

6.1.4 School Enrolment and Academic Achievement 
From the official population figures, it appears that all of the eligible Tairuma children are enrolled 

in elementary schools in their own communities. 

In the Tairuma area, approximately 85% of the children aged 9–14 in villages near a primary 
school are enrolled in that primary school. According to the 2000 Census, 47.5% of the population of 
Tairuma villages (including Murua Settlement) who are aged 10 years or more have completed grade 
six. This is higher than the rate for all of Gulf Province, 39.3%, and for the entire nation, 38.3%. 

The 2000 Census reports that 10% of the population of Tairuma villages aged 10 years or more 
have completed grade 10. This is above the average for Gulf Province (9.6%), but below the national 
average (11.3%). 

There are quite a number of Tairuma speakers with a grade ten education who are working in 
Kerema as teachers, nurses, health workers, secretaries, lawyers, shop assistants, clerks, and bank 
tellers. Others run their own small businesses. Many other Tairuma speakers who have grade ten or 
twelve education have gone into the urban centres such as Port Moresby and Lae. 

The education system in Kerema is unique as the villages are right within reach of Kerema town. 
Since the town residents come from different districts and villages in Gulf Province, the Tairuma 
children are exposed to different people groups, and they learn from each other certain cultural values, 
which include languages. 

There are teachers from other parts of Gulf Province and other provinces in Papua New Guinea 
who are still learning to speak the Tairuma language. But there are others, mainly Toaripi and Orokolo 
speakers who have lived in Kerema for many years, who speak the Tairuma language fluently. 

With the new Reform education system, children are allowed to speak the vernacular both inside 
and outside of class (during recess). Some teachers find the Reform system a benefit, while others find 
it difficult. Parents are also still getting used to the new Reform education system. 

                                                           
16 The non-Tairuma staff are from East Kerema (Toaripi speakers), West Kerema (Orokolo and Kikori speakers) 
Central Province, Lorengau (Manus Province), Popondetta (Oro Province) and from Morobe Province. 
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6.1.5 Education Summary 
Use of the vernacular in classroom is well established and encouraged for the benefit of the 

children as far as learning is concerned, especially for Elementary Prep, Elementary One, and 
Elementary Two. When they get to Elementary Three (bridging stage), the children are encouraged to 
use English more than the vernacular. When the children reach the middle and the upper grades, 
including high school, then they are greatly encouraged to read and speak much in English, as it will 
benefit them when they graduate and seek jobs. 

There are quite a number of well-educated Tairuma people who live and work in Kerema. Also, 
the majority of Tairuma people who were born and raised in the urban centres are well-educated. Most 
of them also live and work in the urban centres. 

6.2 Churches and Missions 
The church is one of the main social institutions in Papua New Guinea. Thus, churches’ attitudes 

towards community projects, such as language development, significantly influence the potential 
success of a project. In order to evaluate church interest in and potential support for a language 
development programme, the survey team interviewed local pastors and lay leaders. The team purposed 
to note stated interest and look for evidence of community support for local pastors, teachers, and 
projects. Community support of current community service workers and projects may be indicative of 
what support can be expected for a language development project. Additionally, the team asked 
questions relating to inter-denomination church cooperation, seeking to gain an insight into whether 
churches would be likely to work together on a language development project. The team also asked 
questions relating to vernacular use in the church, and attended church services in order to observe 
language use. 

6.2.1 United Church (UC) 
Mission work in the area was started in 1879 by James Chalmers of the London Missionary 

Society (LMS). By the end of 1881 Chalmers made his first visit to Orokolo. In 1887 Chalmers had 
teachers’ houses built in Kerema, Karama, Vailala, and Orokolo, and in 1889 he settled himself in 
Toaripi. (For a more detailed history see Langmore, 1974). 

In 1962, the LMS congregations ceased to be a Mission with the inauguration of the Papua 
Ekalesia (Williams 1972:64). Then, in 1968, Papua Ekalesia, the Methodist Church, and the United 
Church (Port Moresby) all merged to become the United Church in Papua, New Guinea and Solomon 
Islands (Williams 1972:1). The United Church leadership has been entirely Papua New Guinean since 
its founding.The United Church congregations in Tairuma villages originally belonged to the Orokolo 
Circuit. Thus, they used the Orokolo New Testament and hymnbook in their services. 

In 1994, the Tairuma Circuit was established, including all of the Tairuma villages, the Opao 
villages, and Uriri, the larger of the Kaki Ae-speaking villages. United Church pastors’ training 
includes one year of Bible college and three years of theological college. College course fees run about 
K2000 per year, and transport to the college runs between K1000 and K2000. Each student’s circuit, 
local congregation, and family are supposed to contribute 50%, 40%, and 10% of these expenses 
respectively. Currently, the Karaeta congregation is supporting two pastoral students, and the Murua 
congregation is supporting two pastoral students. 

Each UC congregation also elects deacons (usually one for each clan with a significant 
representation in the congregation) who serve four-year terms as lay leaders. Each deacon attends a 
one-week training course, led by the Circuit Minister, during which they learn what their role and 
duties are. Each deacon pays a modest (K5–10) course fee from his own pocket for this training. 

6.2.2 Salvation Army 
The Salvation Army Church was established within the Yuipi Clan in Mei’i village in 1963. 

Today, it includes members of all nine clans in Mei’i, and some people from Uaripi as well. 

According to one of their leaders, Salvation Army Captains select spiritually promising candidates 
for leadership from within their congregations and send them to the Salvation Army training centre in 
Kainantu, Eastern Highlands Province. There, they study the Bible, theology, and, if they are not grade 
10 graduates, they study to pass the Course of Distance Education (CODE) examination as well. Each 
student pays the K200 course fee himself or herself. 
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6.2.3 Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) 
There are many Seventh Day Adventists in the Kerema area. They started a work in Mei’i in the 

1960s that faltered but was revived in the 1980s. Six families from Uaripi also attend the SDA Church 
in Mei’i. The SDAs usually keep to themselves. 

6.2.4 Christian Revival Crusade (CRC) 
The Christian Revival Crusade was established in Siviri in 1984. Ordination of CRC pastors is 

upon the recommendation of a supervising pastor and may be based on recognition of one’s gifting for 
the work rather than formal studies. Seven new CRC pastors were ordained in Gulf Province in 2003, 
bringing the provincial total to nine. When there are 15 pastors, the CRC Churches of Gulf Province 
will become a Circuit whose chairman will have a seat on the CRC National Executive Council. 

6.2.5 Other Groups 
Some Tairuma speakers are Catholics, and they attend services in Kerema. There are also four 

families from Luluitera, five families from Murua, seven to ten families from Uaripi, and a few people 
from Siviri who are Jehovah’s Witnesses and attend the large Kingdom Hall established in Kerema in 
1967. Other churches in Kerema include the Anglican Church, the Christian Life Centre (CLC), Rhema 
(which emerged from CLC), the Church of Christ, Charity Baptist Church, Battlefield Baptist Church, 
and the New Apostolic Church. 

6.2.6 Pastors Fraternal 
One pastor also told about a Kerema area pastors’ fellowship group called Pastors Fraternal. 

Currently, this group includes pastors from the United Church, CRC, CLC, Rhema, and Salvation 
Army churches. They meet once a month for prayer, and they sponsor a joint outreach program, such as 
an evangelistic crusade, once a quarter. It appears that this group has been meeting for a year or less. 
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6.2.7 Language Use within Church Services, as reported 
Pastors (or other church leaders interviewed) reported which languages were used during various 

segments of regular church services in the Tairuma area as shown in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2. Reported Language Use in Tairuma Area Churches 

Church Hymns Songs Spontaneous 
Prayer 

Scripture 
Reading Sermon Announce-

ments 
Women’s 

Fellowship 
Youth 

Services 

Karaeta 
(United) 

  

English, 
Orokolo, 
Toaripi 

English, 
Tairuma, 
Toaripi, 
TP, Hiri 

Motu 

Tairuma, 
some 

English, 
some Tok 

Pisin 

English, 
some 

Orokolo, 
some 

Toaripi 

  
Tairuma, 

some 
English 

Tairuma, 
Toaripi 
(Toaripi 
women) 

English, 
some 

Tairuma 

Luluitera 
(United) 

  
Orokolo 

Tairuma, 
English, 

Tok 
Pisin, 
Hiri 

Motu 

Tairuma English, 
Orokolo 

English 
mixed 
with 

Tairuma 

Tairuma Orokolo, 
Tairuma English 

Luluitera 

(fellowship) 
English 

English, 
some 

Tairuma 

English, 
Tairuma English English, 

Tairuma not reported     

Mei’i 

(Salvation 
Army) 

English, 
Motu 

English, 
Tok 

Pisin, 
Kamano, 
Tairuma, 
Toaripi 

not reported English, 
Motu 

Tairuma 
with 

English 
and Tok 

Pisin 
words 

mixed in 

Tairuma Tairuma Tairuma 

Murua 

(United) 

Toaripi, 
Orokolo, 
English 

English, 
Toaripi, 
Tairuma, 
Orokolo, 

Tok 
Pisin 

Toaripi, 
Tairuma, 
Orokolo, 
English 

Motu, 
Toaripi, 
Orokolo, 
English 

Motu 
and 

English 

Toaripi and 
English 

Motu, 
English, Tok 

Pisin, 
Tairuma, 
Orokolo, 
Toaripi 

not 
meeting 

Uaripi 

(United) 
Orokolo 

English, 
Tok 

Pisin, 
Motu, 

Tairuma 

Adults – 
Tairuma, 
youth – 
English 

Orokolo 

mix of 
English, 

Tok 
Pisin, 

Orokolo, 
Motu 

Tairuma Tairuma, 
English 

English, 
Tairuma 

Note in Table 6.2 that, except for the Murua UC, each church reported that announcements were 
made primarily in Tairuma. Announcements are generally the most mundane part of a church service 
and also the one which it is essential that everyone understand clearly if the church is to continue 
meeting. Apparently, then, the church leaders feel that Tairuma is the best language for communicating 
practical matters to the Tairuma congregations. 

In Murua Settlement, it is clear that Toaripi is the language of the majority, and everyone is 
expected to understand either Toaripi or English. One would expect Western education, and therefore, 
ability to use English, to be highly valued in Murua Settlement since the people that settled there would 
have been seeking to improve their lives through the Western innovation of plantation settlements. 

Spontaneous prayers are probably the least formal part of a church service. Each church in Table 
6.2 reported that Tairuma was used for spontaneous prayers. It is not surprising to note that the 
fellowship group in Luluitera mentioned using English for prayers before Tairuma, which likely means 
that English predominates in this domain in this group. Note, too, the apparent inter-generational shift 
in language use in this domain in Uaripi. 

The fellowship group in Luluitera reportedly uses English as their primary language. This mirrors 
the survey team’s observations that there was more mixing and use of English and Tok Pisin in 
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Luluitera than in the other Tairuma villages. One would expect Luluitera and Karaeta villages to use 
more English and Tok Pisin than the other Tairuma villages due to their locations adjacent to Kerema 
town. 

The use of multiple languages for songs is normal in most PNG churches. Note that the Tairuma 
value their language highly enough that they compose and translate church songs into Tairuma and sing 
them in their churches. 

The use of Orokolo, Toaripi, English, and Motu for hymns and Scripture reading are to be 
expected since these are the languages of this area in which hymnals and Scriptures are available. 

That the pastors who cannot speak Tairuma do not preach in Tairuma is expected. However, 
neither of the Tairuma pastors in Luluitera said they preached primarily in Tairuma. Leaders of the 
Salvation Army Church in Mei’i, however, appear to preach primarily in Tairuma. 

The Women’s Fellowships reportedly use at least some Tairuma in all Tairuma villages. The 
Youth Fellowships reportedly use more English than Tairuma, except for in the Salvation Army church 
in Mei’i, where they use primarily Tairuma. 

6.2.8 Language Use within Church Services, as observed 
During the welcome ceremony at the Karaeta UC, most of the songs were in the Toaripi language, 

although there was at least one in Tairuma. There were some in Motu, including the prophet songs.17 At 
the conclusion of the evening, after we had finished the group interview in Karaeta, the children readily 
sang along with some Toaripi songs. Then there was a chorus in Tairuma, and they seemed not quite as 
enthusiastic and perhaps a bit lost. It may be that this particular chorus had only recently been 
composed. 

Potter attended the United Church service in Mei’i on 4 July 2004. Announcements were in 
Tairuma. The opening prayer as well as the intercessory prayer were also in Tairuma, but the pastor’s 
prayer was in English and Motu and the pre-sermon prayer was in English. There were three 
congregational songs in Tok Pisin, one in English, one in Tairuma, and one in Opao as well as one 
hymn in Orokolo and one in Toaripi and a prophet song sung in Motu. The Bible reading was done in 
Orokolo. The offertory and communion liturgy were both in English and the sermon was a mixture of 
English, Tairuma, and Motu. 

Rueck and Vila attended the Salvation Army church service in Mei’i on 4 July 2004, and their 
observations confirmed the reported data in Table 6.2. Namely, the announcements were in Tairuma; 
the sermon was primarily in Tairuma with a mix of some English and Tok Pisin; songs were in many 
languages, including Tairuma; and the hymns and Scripture readings were in English and Motu. 

The Luluitera UC congregation welcomed the survey team with several recently composed 
Tairuma songs, led by a group of youths with electronic instruments and large speakers. 

The last night of the survey trip, the Karaeta, Luluitera, and Siviri United Churches organized a 
joint farewell celebration for the survey team in Karaeta. In addition to speeches by local dignitaries 
and the presentation of gifts, it included at least a dozen different special song and/or dance items. 
Many of these were in Tairuma, although there were some in English, Tok Pisin, or Motu. Before the 
speeches, the Luluitera youths led the entire congregation in songs in Tairuma, Tok Pisin, English, and 
probably other languages as well. 

6.2.9 Church Summary 
The United Church is the original church of the Tairuma area, established in the 1880s. The 

Tairuma congregations belonged to the Orokolo Circuit of the UC until the Tairuma Circuit was 
established in the early 1990s. The Salvation Army, Seventh Day Adventists, and Jehovah’s Witnesses 
established congregations in the area in the 1960s. The Salvation Army has a congregation in Mei’i. 
There is also a small SDA congregation in Mei’i. Several Tairuma families belong to the Jehovah’s 
Witnesses who meet in Kerema. A number of churches were established in the area in the 1980s, and 
among these, it is the CRC that has a congregation in Siviri. The pastor of the urban CRC congregation 
helped initiate a local inter-church pastors’ fellowship called Pastors Fraternal which meets monthly. 

                                                           
17 The prophet songs were taught by missionaries from Rarotonga and other Pacific Islands over a century ago. 
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Church leaders in general expressed positive attitudes toward use of the vernacular in the churches 
and toward a language development programme. The pastors of the United Church seem very likely to 
lend their moral and verbal support to a language development programme. The leaders of the 
Salvation Army are also very supportive of a potential language development programme. They hosted 
the 2002 Gulf Alphabet Design Workshop. 

In most local churches, the Tairuma language is used during announcements, spontaneous prayers, 
songs, and Women’s Fellowship meetings. There are at least six individuals who have composed a total 
of at least 75 songs in Tairuma. 

6.3 Social Sketch 
6.3.1 Social Cohesion 

The clan system still appears to be healthy in the Tairuma villages and integrated into the local 
United Church congregations as well as the Salvation Army Church in Mei’i. In each congregation, 
each clan elects a deacon. The clans then take turns cleaning and decorating the church grounds. 

Kerema Bay and Luluitera both emerged from Siviri within recent history, so there are many ties 
between them. Likewise, Petoe is an offshoot of Uaripi. 

Geography dictates that the villages west of the bay are likely to work together, and this has, 
indeed, been the case with development projects initiated and funded by outside agencies. Uaripi, 
Petoe, and Mei’i cooperated on a water supply project initiated by a Japanese aid agency. They also all 
worked together on a Christian Children’s Fund (CCF) project to build elementary school classrooms, 
install water tanks, start a rice farm (which we did not observe), and initiate pilot projects (which I 
assume to mean small loans to individuals to start income-generating businesses). In Mei’i, we learned 
that it is only for UC circuit projects that they cooperate with Karaeta or Siviri, to the east of the bay. 

In Luluitera, we were told that funerals, bride price ceremonies, singsings, and church rallies were 
occasions for different villages to cooperate. On the two Sunday evenings that we were in the Tairuma 
area, however, the United Churches of Siviri, Karaeta, and Luluitera held joint services at which we 
were guests of honour. 

6.3.2 Leadership 
Church leaders, as well as village elders and village councillors play a role in community 

leadership (See also section 6.1). There is not a chieftain system currently in place. 

As the elected local level government official, each village councillor is responsible to organize 
and oversee a weekly community workday. Typical tasks include maintaining public buildings and 
grounds such as the school and the roads or paths coming into the village. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Language and Dialect Boundaries 

The Tairuma people perceive two or three different dialects or accents between their eight villages. 
One is heard on the east side of the bay and a second on the west side of the bay. Uaripi and Mei’i 
villagers also perceive a dialect difference between them. All villages seem to feel that it is the others 
who have a drawl. However, these differences are not evident on the SIL PNG Standard Wordlist, and 
the survey team could not discern the differences. Furthermore, all Tairuma villages also agree that 
there is no difficulty, even for six-year old children, in understanding any other speaker of Tairuma, 
regardless of which village he comes from. So, a single body of literature should serve the entire 
language group. 

Both the reported data and the lexicostatistical data confirm the language boundaries shown in the 
Ethnologue (Lewis 2009). 

7.2 Language Vitality 
 The Tairuma language is still spoken most of the time by people of all ages living in Tairuma 

villages. The younger generations use Tok Pisin or English to communicate with speakers of 
neighbouring (and other) languages rather than learning the neighbouring vernaculars as their elders 
did. However, these do not appear to be on the verge of replacing Tairuma in the home and village 
settings. So, the Tairuma language still has good vitality. The survey team did notice an increase in the 
use of Tok Pisin and English in the Tairuma villages adjoining Kerema, Karaeta and, especially, 
Luluitera. 

Although members of the older Tairuma generation tend to be bilingual in Toaripi or Orokolo, the 
younger generations cannot understand either Toaripi or Orokolo. 

7.3  Language Development Programme Potential 
Community members and leaders expressed interest in a language development programme. It 

appears that the community has resources, both material and educational, to shoulder much of the 
responsibility for such a programme. However, they will likely require some mentoring from a 
language development specialist. 

Elementary schools are already functioning throughout the Tairuma area, using Tairuma as the 
medium of instruction for the first three years of schooling. So, further literacy efforts in the area would 
most likely consist of encouraging those who are already engaged in teaching people to read in the 
vernacular, and perhaps stimulating people to write stories and booklets in Tairuma. 
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APPENDIX A TAIRUMA WORDLISTS 
Item Gloss Mei'i 2 Petoe Uaripi Karaeta Luluitera Siviri Murua Stmt 

1 head hɑɾo hɑɾo hɑɾo hɑɾo hɑɾo hɑɾo hɑɾo 
2 hair hɑɾo toɾo hɑɾo tʰoɾo hɑɾo toɾo hɑro toɾo hɑɾo toɾo hɑɾo toɾo hɑɾo toɾo 
3 mouth ɑpe ɑˑpe ɑˑpe ɑːpe ʔɑːpe ɑːpe ʔɑːpe 
4 nose hɑɾɑhɑ hɑɾɑhɑ hɑɾɑhɑ ɑlɑhɑ hɑɾɑhɑ hɑɾɑhɑ hɑɾɑhɑ 
5 eye ofɑe ofɑʔe ofɑʔe ofɑʔɑi ofɑʔe wofɑi ofɑʔe 
6 neck koɾove kɔɾoβe kɔɾɔβe koroβe koɾoβe koɾoβe koɾovi 
7 belly (exterior) ʔeheɾu eʔehoɾou eʔehoɾou eʔehoɾo eʔeheɾou eʔehoɾou eʔehuɾu 
7 belly (exterior)     eːɾe   
8 skin hiɾu mehiɾu hiɾu hiʔiɾu behiʔiɾu hiʔiɾu beəhiʔiɾu 
9 knee moɾɑ ɑɾi ɑɾi moɾɑ ɑɾi moɾɑ ɑɾi ɑːɾi ɑɾi boɾɑ ɑɾi 

10 ear ɑβɑtʰo kiɾuɾi kiɾoɾi ɑβɑto ɑβɑto kiɾoɾi kiɾuɾi 
10 ear kiɾuɾi    kiɾuɾi   
11 tongue eɾitʰupɑ eɾitʰupʰɑ eɾitʰupɑ eɾitʰupɑ eɾitʰupɑ eiɾitʰupɑ eːɾitʰupɑ 
12 tooth tʰɑo tɑo tɑo tɑo tʰɑːo tʰɑo tʰɑːo 
13 breast (her) ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe ɑβɑʔe 
14 hand mɑi bɑʔi mɑʔi mɑʔi mɑʔidokodɑ mɑʔi bɑʔi 
15 foot ‘leg’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
16 back ɑβɑsɑ ɑβɑsə ɑβɑsɑ ɑβɑsɑ ɑβɑsɑ hɑβɑsə ɑβɑsə 
17 shoulder soɾo soˑɾo soːɾo soɾo soɾo soɾo suɾu 
18 forehead hɛɾihɛɾi hɑɾihɑɾi hɑɾihɑɾi hɑdihɑdi hɑɾihɑɾi hɑɾihɑɾi hɑɾihɑɾi 
19 chin uɑɾe uɑɾe huɑɾe wɑɾe huɑˑɾe wɑɾe uɑɾe 
20 elbow ‘arm pivot’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
21 thumb mɑi fɑɾi mɑʔi fɑɾi mɑʔi fɑɾi mɑʔi hɑwiʔi mɑʔi hɑoeʔe bɑʔi fɑdi bɑʔi fɑɾi 
22 leg moɾɑ boɾɑ moɾə boɾɑ moɾɑ boːɾɑ boɾɑ 
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23 heart (pumps  

   blood) NO ENTRY heife hɑife NO ENTRY heife hefi heife 
24 liver CONFUSION DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
25 bone ʔuti uti uti uti uːti uti ʔuːti 
26 blood ovo oβo oβo oβo oβo oβou oβo 
27 baby bevoɾi meβoɾi meβoɾi keʔɑko beβoɾi keʔɑko beboɾi meβoɾi beβoɾi keʔɑko 
28 girl moɾi moɾi moɾi moˑɾi boˑɾi moːɾi boɾi 
29 boy ɑtʰuɾe ɑtuɾe ɑtʰuɾe ɑtuɾe tuːɾe tuɾe ɑtʰuɾe 
30 old woman ‘woman old’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
31 old man miɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ biðɑ oɑsoɾɑ biɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ miɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ biɾɑ oɑsoɾɑ 
32 woman uvɑ uβɑ uβɑbiɾɑ uβɑ uwɑ uβə uwɑ 
33 man miɾɑ biɾɑ biɾɑ ikɑeɑ bidɑ biɾɑ biɾɑ biɾɑ 
34 father pɑpɑ pɑˑpɑ pɑˑpɑ pɑpɑ pɑpɑ pɑpə pɑpɑ 
35 mother pɑpuɾi pɑpʰuɾe pɑpʰuɾe pɑpuɾe pɑpuɾe pɑpuɾi pɑpuɾe 
36 brother (elder) toɑɾe ɑtuɾe toɑɾe ɑtʰuɾe toɑɾe tuɑɾe toɑɾe ɑtuɾe tuɑɾe tʰuɾe toɑɾe 
37 sister (elder of  

   man) ‘girl elder’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
38 name nɑɾe lɑɾe lɑɾe lɑɾe nɑˑɾe nɑɾe nɑɾe 
39 bird oɾi uɾi oɾi ʔoːɾi uˑɾi oːɾi ʔuːɾi 
40 dog ɑve ɑβe ɑβe ʔɑβe ɑːβe ɑβe ʔɑːβe 
41 pig iɾɑ iɾɑ iɾɑ iɾɑ iːɾɑ iːɾɑ ʔiːɾə 
42 cassowary wivɑ wiβɑ wiβɑ wiβɑ wiβɑ wivɑ wiːwɑ 
43 wallaby pitoɾu pitʰoɾu pʰitʰoɾu pitoɾu pitʰoˑɾu pitoɾu pitoɾu 
44 flying fox tʰɑvo tɑˑβo tʰɑβo tɑβo tʰɑβo tʰɑβo tʰɑvo 
45 rat eiɾi eiɾi eiɾi eidi eiɾi eːɾi ʔeiɾi 
46 frog kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ kɑɾɑkɑɾɑ 
47 snake hekʰoɾuɑ hekʰoɾuɑ hekʰoɾoɑ ekoɾuɑ hekoɾoɑ ekoɾuɑ hekʰoɾuɑ 
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48 fish tʰɑvɑ tɑˑβɑ tʰɑβə tɑβɑ tɑˑβɑ tɑːβɑ t ̪h ɑβɑ 
49 person dɑeɑ deˑɑ deɑ deə deˑə leɑ deɑ 
50 he sits ouɑvitiɑve ouɑβitiɑβe ɑvitiɑβe ɑβitiɑβe ouɑβitioβe beʔeɑvitio biɾɑvi 
50 he sits       bie 
51 he stands oupeɑve oupeoβe oupeɔβe opeɑβe oupeoβe beʔepʰeoβeʔe oupeoβe 
52 he lies down oueɑiɑve ouɑβoβe uɑβɔβe ojɑʔeoβe oubiɾoiʔiɑʔioβe beʔeoujɑʔeoβe oeɑʔɑeoβe 
53 he sleeps mutuɑvə utuɑβe iβutu iβutujɑʔeoβe uβutu iβutujɑʔeoβe iβutiəʔɑeoβe 
54 he walks ouʔitɑuve NO ENTRY ouβe boɾetɑʔoβe boɾɑtɑʔo otɑʔo buɾɑtɑʔoβe 
55 he bites buɾovɑ dɑfɑβe nɑfɑi tɑobuɾoβe nɑfɑβe buɾovɑβe tɑoɾɑfɑi 
55 he bites nɑfɑe       
56 he eats doɾove doɾoβe nɔɾɔβe lɑdiʔidoɾoβe oudoɾoβe dɑdieɾoʔodoɾoβe doɾoβe 
57 he gives it to me miɑɾɑ ɑɾoɾobioɾoi miɔɾɔβe biɑɾoβe ɑɾoɾobiɑɾoβe ɑɾoɾobiɑɾoβe ɑɾobiɛɾi 
58 he sees eovɑ joːβe eoβɑ jowoβe oujoβoβe joβoβi ofɑʔeoβi 
59 he comes kote kɔti eteβe ikoteβe oukɔte koteβi kote 
60 he says beoe beoe meɔβe bioβe bioβe bioβe beoβe 
61 he hears mɑpɑ bɑʔɑpe mɑʔɑpɔβe bɑʔɑpoβe bɑʔɑpoβe bɑʔɑpoβe oːβɑbɑʔɑpoβe 
62 he knows oɾe uɾedei oɾeleiβe oɾi oːɾe oːɾi oɾi 
63 he drinks ‘water eat’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
64 he hits toɑ toue tuoβe toɑβe outoe tuoβe otuoβe 
65 he kills siti tɑokɑpe tɑokɑpɔβe sɪti outoukɑpɑ siti toukɑpi 
65 he kills toukɑpɑ       
66 he dies opɑ ope opɔβe opi ouopi oːpi oːpi 
67 it burns uovɑ ɑʔɑuoβoβe səsoβe ɑʔɑouuɑβoβe ouwuβoβe ɑʔɑsiki ɑʔɑousosoβe 
68 it flies NO ENTRY NO ENTRY uɾoʔouβe ofuɾuɾuoβe fuɾuɾuoβe fuɾuɾuoβe oufuɾuɾuoβe 
69 he swims soɾosuko soɾɑ soˑɾɑ soɾɑtuwoβe soɾɑ soɾotuetɑʔo soɾotuoβe 
70 he runs sɑɾɑvɑmiviɾɑve sɑɾɑβɑ sɑɾɑβɑbibiɾɔβe sɑɾɑβɑbibiɾoβe sɑɾɑβɑ sɑɾɑβɑviviɾɑβe sɑɾɑβɑbibiɾoβe 
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71 he falls down biɾouve biɾoiʔi wɑˈoβe obiɾoʔi ouwɑʔo biɾoʔi wɑʔitoukɑpe 
71 he falls down  wɑʔi      
72 he catches topɑiɑ topɑi topɑie kopeɑpɑʔi kupeɑpɑiɑ topɑi kupeɑpɑie 
72 he catches       topɑi 
73 he coughs dihɑsuɑve dihə dihə dihoɾoʔoβe sɑːu dihəsuβi dihə 
73 he coughs sɑusuɑve      sɑosue 
74 he laughs ɑɾeɑ ɑɾeɑ ɑɾeɑ ɑɾeɑɾooβe ɑɾeɑ ɑɾeɑɾoːβe ɑɾeɑoːβe 
75 he dances opɑoiɑve opɑ ɔpɔoiβe opoɾooiβe opɑoeβe opɑɾoiβe opɑɾɑoiβe 
76 big mikoɾi biɾoɾi biɾoɾi biɾoɾi biɾoɾi biɾoɾi biɾoɾi 
77 small keɑko keɑʔɑko keʔɑko keɑʔɑko keɑʔɑko keɑʔɑko keɑʔɑko 
78 good metɑ betɑ metɑ metɑ betɑ metʰɑ biˑtɑ 
79 bad eɑeɑpo eɑʔe eɑʔe jɑʔe eɑʔeɑpo jɑʔe eɑʔɑiɑpu 
80 long sɑʔikɑpo sɑʔikɑ sɑʔekə sɑʔɑekɑ sɑʔikɑ sɑʔekɑ sɑʔikɑ 
81 short hɑɾuɑ hɑɾuɑ hɑɾu hɑɾuɑ hɑɾuɑkɑʔɑ hɑɾuə həruə 
82 heavy mesou bisou mɪsou bisou bisou bisou bisou 
82 heavy     mesou   
83 light kokoʔokɑ kokoɑkɑ kokoʔokɑ kokoʔokɑʔɑ kokoʔokɑʔɑ kokoʔokɑʔɑ kokoʔɑkɑ 
84 cold beveɾe bebeʔeɾe bebeʔeɾe bibiede bebeʔeɾe bivieɾe bebeʔɪɾi 
85 warm, hot hɑheɑ heheə hɛheɑ heheɑ hɛheɑ heheɑ hɛheɑ 
86 new ɑɾe ɑːɾe ɑɾe ʔɑɾe ɑˑɾe ɑˑɾe ɑɑɾe 
87 old poɑe poɑe pʰoɑe poɑe poɑe foɑe poɑi 
88 round koɾu kʰoɾu kʰoɾu koɾukɑ ouheɾoɾi koɾu kuɾu 
88 round  heɾoɾi      
89 wet pikuɾu pikuɾu pʰikʰuɾu pikuɾu pikuɾu pikuɾu pikuɾu 
90 dry tʰoβɑ toβoɾɑ tʰoβɑ toβoɾɑ toβoɾɑ toβoɾɑ toβoɾɑ 
91 full ɑpefuɾiɾɑ ɑpefulde ɑpefuɾiɾe ɑpefulide biɾoɾiɑpo ɑpefuɾiɾe ɑˑpefuɾiɾe 
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92 road otihɑɾo otihɑɾo otihɑɾo otihɑɾo otihɑɾo otihɑɾo otihɑɾo 
93 stone fɑve fɑβe fɑβe fɑβe fɑˑβe fɑβe fɑːve 
94 earth beɑ beɑ meɑ beːɑ beɑ meɑteteɾe beːɑ 
95 sand teteɾe teteɾe teteɾe teteɾe teteɾe NO ENTRY teteɾe 
96 mountain nɑepɑ deˑpɑ nɛpə lɑepɑ nɛpɑ lɛpɑ depɑ 
97 fire ɑʔɑ ɑʔɑ ɑʔɑ ʔɑʔɑ ɑʔɑ ɑʔɑ ʔɑʔɑ 
98 smoke ovokɑʔeɾɑ oβokɑɾɑiɾɑ oβokɑɾɑiʔeɾɑ oβukɑiɾɑ oɾokɑʔeɾɑ oβokɑʔɑ̂iɾɑ oβokɑʔeɾɑ 
99 ashes ɑʔɑfuɾɑʔe ɑfuɾɑʔe fuɾɑʔe ɑʔɑɸuɾɑʔe NO ENTRY ɑʔɑfuɾɑʔe ɑʔɑfuɾɑʔe 
99 ashes ɑʔɑɑvoɑ       

100 sun sɑˑɾe sɑʔɑɾe sɑˑɾe sɑʔɑɾe sɑʔɑɾe sɑʔɑɾe sɑʔɑɾe 
101 moon pɑpɑɾe pɑpɑɾe pəpɑɾe pɑpɑɾe pɑpɑɾe pɑpɑɾe pɑpɑˑɾe 
102 star koɾu kʰoːɾu kʰoɾu koɾu koɾu koɾu kuɾu 
103 cloud ‘wind black’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
104 rain nɑʔi nɑʔi nɑʔi lɑʔi nɑʔi dɑʔi dɑʔi 
105 wind meːɑ beɑ meɑ mɑɾuɾu beɑ beːə boɾuɾu 
105 wind       beɑ 
106 water mɑʔɑ mɑʔɑ mɑʔɑ bɑʔɑ mɑʔɑ mɑʔɑ mɑʔə 
107 vine eɾɑkowɑɾi eɾɑ eɾəkəwɑɾi eɾɑkoɑɾi eɾɑ eɾɑkoβɑɾi eɾɑkowɑɾi 
107 vine       eɾɑ 
108 tree toɾɑ toɾɑ toɾɑ toɾɑ toˑɾɑ toɾɑ toɾɑ 
109 stick hoɾu hoɾu hoɾu hoɾu hoɾu hoɾu hoɾu 
109 stick    hojɑ    
110 bark ‘skin’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
111 seed fɑʔe fɑʔe fɑʔe fɑʔe fɑʔe fɑʔe fɑʔe 
112 root sedeɑ siɾiɑ seɾeə seɾiɑ seɾeə sideɑ seɾeɑ 
112 root isusu       
113 leaf ‘hair’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
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114 meat bioiɾi bioiɾi bioiɾi bioidi bioʔiɾi bioʔiɾi biəiɾi 
115 fat tɑpɑɾe tɑpʰɑːɾe tɑpɑɾe tɑpɑɾi tɑpɑɾe tɑpɑɾe tɑpɑɾe 
116 egg ‘seed’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
117 louse diɑ diːɑ diə diːə diˑə diːə diːə 
118 feather ‘bird hair’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
119 horn (shark fin) kʰeɑ kʰeɑ keə kʰeɑ keɑ keə keə 
120 wing mɑho bɑho mɑho bɑho mɑho bɑho mɑho 
121 claw ‘hand head’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
122 tail ouβe ouβe ouβe ɑowe ouwe ɑoβe ouβe 
123 one fɑɾeɑpo fɑɾeɑpo fəɾiɑpo fɑɾeɑpo fɑɾeɑpo fɑɾeɑpo fɑɾeɑpo 
124 two heɾɑʔɑke heɾɑʔɑke heɾəʔɑkɑ heɾɑʔɑke heɾɑʔɑke heɾɑʔɑkeɾi heɾeʔɑki 
125 three iɾouso hoɾoʔiso hiɾuoiso hiɾuʔiso hiɾuʔiso hiɾoʔiso hiɾuʔusu 
126 four NO ENTRY fɑɾi fɑɾi fɑɾiʔi fɑɾi fɑdiʔi fɑːɾiʔi 
127 five fɑɾi bɑʔitɑʔi mɑʔitɑʔi hɑweʔe mɑʔitɑʔi bɑʔitɑʔi bɑʔitɑʔi 
128 ten ‘five five’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
129 taro soeɾɑ soʔe soeɾɑ soʔe soʔe soʔe soʔe 
129 taro      soʔeɾɑ  
130 sugarcane ɑse ɑːse ɑse ɑse ɑse ʔɑse ɑse 
131 yam pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾe pɑpoɾi 
132 banana beɑʔe beɑʔe meɑʔe beɑʔe beɑʔe beɑʔe beɑʔe 
133 sweet potato kɑoʔɑɾi koɑɾe kʰɑuɑɾe kɑuwɑɾi koɑɾi kowɑɾi koɑɾi 
134 bean BORROWED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
135 axe nɑo dɑo nɑo nɑo nɑo nɑo nɑˑo 
136 knife sui soʔi soi soʔi soi sui sui 
137 arrow fɑɾiɑ fɑɾiɑ fɑɾiə fɑɾiɑ fəɾiə fɑɾiɑ fɑɾiə 
138 net bag ɑɾuɑ ɑɾuɑ ɑɾuə ɑɾuɑ ɑɾuɑ ɑɾoɑ oɾuə 
139 house uvi uβi uβi uβi uˑβi uβi ʔuːβi 
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140 tobacco BORROWED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
141 morning meɑɾe meɑɾi meɑɾe beɑɾe beɑɾe beɑɾe beɑɾi 
142 afternoon fiɾoʔo fiɾoʔo fiɾoʔə hiɾoʔɑ fiɾɔʔɑ fiɾoʔo fiɾoʔɑ 
143 night eɾoɑ eɾoɑ eɾoə eɾuɑ eɾoɑ eɾuɑ eɾuə 
144 yesterday fɑeɾɑɾe fɑedoɾe fɑedɑ fɑiɾɑ feidoɾe feiɾɑ feɾoɾi 
145 tomorrow opoɑ poɑ opoə opoɑ opoɑ opoɑ opoə 
146 white seɾɑkɑʔɑ seɾɑkɑ sɪɾɑkɑʔɑ siɾɑkɑʔɑ seɾɑkɑʔɑ seɾɑkɑʔɑ seɾɑkɑʔɑ 
147 black uɾukɑʔɑ uɾukɑ uɾukɑʔɑ uɾukɑʔɑ uɾukɑʔɑ uɾukɑʔɑ uɾukɑʔɑ 
148 yellow opoɾikɑʔɑ poɾikɑ poɾikɑʔɑ poɾikɑʔɑ poɾikɑʔɑ poɾikɑʔɑ poɾikɑʔɑ 
149 red ‘blood color’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
150 green ‘leaf color’ DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
151 many CONFUSION DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
152 all CONFUSION DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
153 this mɑvɑ mɑʔɑɾeʔe mɑʔɑɾeʔe mɑʔɑ mɑːɾoiʔi mɑe bɑʔɑɾeʔe 
154 that nɑvɑ wɑʔɑɾeʔe wɑʔɑɾeʔe wɑʔɑ nɑːɾoiʔi dɑe wɑʔɑɾeʔe 
154 that lɑvɑ       
155 what? deʔe deʔe deʔe deʔe deʔe deʔe deʔe 
156 who? leiɑ deiɑ deiɑ ɑɾeʔɑ deiə deiə deiə 
157 when? leɑsoɑ deɑsɑʔu deɑsɑʔu deʔɑsɑʔo desɑʔo deʔɑsɑʔo desɑʔu 
158 where? deɾɑve deɑβe deɾɑβe leɾɑβe deɾɑβe deɾɑβe deɾɑβe 
159 yes ʔɑhɑe ʔɑhɑ ʔɑhɑʔe ʔɑhɑ ɑːhɑʔe ɑːhɑ ʔɑhɑ 
160 no hɑɾokɑ hɑɾokɑ hɑɾokɑ hɑɾokɑ hɑɾokɑ hɑɾokɑʔɑ hɑɾokɑ 
161 not ɔʔi oʔi oʔi ɔʔi oʔi oʔi oʔi 
162 I ɔɾɔ ɔɾɔ ɔɾɔ ɑɾoː oɾo ɔɾɔ ɔɾɔ 
163 you (singular) ʔɑː ɑː ɑː ɑː ɑː ɑː ɑu 
164 he ɑɾeː ɑɾe ɑɾe ɑɾe ɑɾe ɑɾe ɑɾe 
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Item Gloss Mei'i 2 Petoe Uaripi Karaeta Luluitera Siviri Murua Stmt 
165 we two (exclusive) NOT ELICITED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
166 you two NOT ELICITED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
167 they two NOT ELICITED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 
168 we (pl exclusive) iɾɔː iɾo eɾoː iɾoː iɾo iɾo iɾoː 
168 we (pl exclusive)   eɾoː     
169 you (plural) eː eː eː NO ENTRY eː eː eo 
170 they (plural) eɾeː iɾi eɾe eɾei eɾe eɾe eɾe 
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APPENDIX B MAP OF UARIPI VILLAGE 
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